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Our Corporate Investment Proposition is made 
up of a family of carefully constructed risk-based 
fund of fund portfolios, which offer clients 
a choice of active and passive investment 
strategies across five risk levels.

They are designed to help clients achieve 
the right balance between risk and reward by 
offering sufficient choice to meet different levels 
of risk appetite; and providing a risk based 
QWPS default solution. 

Generally, higher risk equates to a greater 
potential return, whilst lower risk equates to 
a lower potential return. The strategic asset 
allocation is set using a 10 year view so the 
proportion of assets (for example equities or 
bonds) within each fund is not expected to 
significantly change in the short term

The funds are designed to help employers and 
their advisers demonstrate adherence to the 
IGG investment governance principles for DC 
schemes as shown below:

Clear roles and responsibilities - Solutions 
provided and governed by Standard Life and 
abrdn

Effective decision making - Robust strategic 
asset allocation, tactical asset allocation and 
fund selection processes

Appropriate investment options - Range of risk 
based options and investment styles to suit 
different risk attitudes

Appropriate default strategy - Risk based 
lifestyle options

Effective performance assessment - 
Performance reporting with clear investment 
objectives with ongoing review and governance 
at a fund and solution level

Clear and relevant communication - Factsheets 
(including performance) and customer fund 
guides

Choice of Investment Style

Standard Life Passive Plus Funds –a lower cost 
option investing mainly in tracker funds.

Designed to offer a lower-cost investment 
solution, the Passive Plus funds invest in a 
carefully-selected portfolio that is mainly made 
up of tracker funds from Vanguard. For more 
specialist areas, we have included actively 
managed commercial property and high yield 
bond funds.

Standard Life Active Plus Funds - an actively-
managed and competitively priced option that 
invests in funds managed by abrdn. Designed 
to offer a competitively priced actively managed 
investment solution, the Active Plus funds are 
diversified, multi-asset portfolios investing in 
a range of funds actively managed by abrdn, 
one of Europe’s leading investment managers, 
including commercial property and high 
yield bond funds. The investment process for 
the funds’ strategic asset allocations is the 
same as for the Passive Plus range however 
has the additional benefit of Tactical Asset 
Allocation, which aims to take advantage of 
shorter-term investment opportunities. Tactical 
Asset Allocation is carried out by Multi-Asset 
Solutions.

abrdn MyFolio Managed Funds – an actively-
managed, higher alpha option that invests 
mainly in funds managed by abrdn. Standard 
Life MyFolio Managed Funds mainly invest 
in abrdn funds, with the manager having the 
ability to select alternative investments from the 
rest of the market. The MyFolio Managed Fund 
suite includes allocations to diversifying funds 
which offer a different expected return profile 
to traditional asset classes and as such provide 
further diversification benefits to the Funds. 
5% of the growth and 20% of defensive assets 
within each Fund have been replaced with these 
diversifying funds. The funds also benefit from 
Tactical Asset Allocation carried out by Multi-
Asset Solutions.

You can find out more about our Corporate 
Investment Proposition, including our fund 
governance processes, at  
www.standardlifeworkplace.co.uk

Corporate Investment 
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Environment
Global equities rose on aggregate over the 
fourth quarter, with most major world indices 
rising due to robust corporate earnings and 
receding Covid-19 fears. Despite the discovery 
of a new highly transmissible variant at the end 
of November, which shocked investors and sent 
global markets tumbling, US equities posted 
strong returns. Major US indices reached record 
highs over the period, driven by solid earnings. 
Although European and UK markets fell on the 
Omicron variant news, they rebounded strongly 
in December after initial data on the variant 
indicated a less severe illness. Global supply-
chain issues and volatile energy prices also 
added to pressure on prices. Japan was one of 
the only developed markets to post negative 
returns. Japanese equities fell in October, as 
investors grew concerned about Prime Minister 
Fumio Kishida’s future policies, and continued to 
fall in November as fears grew over the spread of 
the new variant. 

Despite expectations of a withdrawal of central 
bank support, the discovery of the Omicron 
variant in November left investors preferring the 
safety of government debt once again, pushing 
prices higher and yields lower. However, US, 
UK and European government bonds all fell at 
the end of the period, as central banks acted 
to control inflation by reducing policy support. 
The Bank of England hiked interest rates to 
0.25%, while the US Federal Reserve (Fed) and 
European Central Bank will taper their market 
support programmes in an attempt to control 
rising prices. ECB officials also acknowledged 
that rising inflation may not be as short-lived 
as predicted. Overall, high-yield debt generally 
performed better than investment-grade bonds, 
with US high-yield debt particularly strong, while 
emerging-market debt was flat.  

UK commercial real estate gained 5.8% over 
the three months to the end of November (the 
latest data available), according to the MSCI UK 
monthly index. All sectors rose, with industrials 
the strongest at 9.2% and hotels the weakest 
at 1.6%, while a faster-than-expected rebound 
in retail warehouse pricing contributed to the 
overall performance of retail, which returned 
5.3%. Global listed real estate outperformed over 

the quarter, amid upbeat earnings results and 
increasing transaction activity. This outweighed 
concerns about the new Omicron variant of 
Covid-19 and less-supportive policy from the Fed.

Activity
Strategic Asset Allocation 

We review the Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA) 
for each of the funds every quarter, with the aim 
of ensuring that we continue to meet investors’ 
long-term investment expectations. At the most 
recent quarterly review, the SAA Committee 
confirmed the funds were performing in line with 
those expectations on both a risk and return 
basis and no action was required.

Tactical Asset Allocation

Within Tactical Asset Allocation (TAA), we made 
the following changes (where applicable within 
each risk level).

• Increased our holdings in US equities 
(remaining overweight versus the SAA)

• Increased our holdings in emerging market 
equities (remaining overweight versus the SAA)

• Increased our holdings in global REITs (moving 
to overweight versus the SAA)

• Increased our holdings in global high-yield 
bonds (remaining overweight versus the SAA)

• Reduced our holdings in UK equities (moving 
to neutral versus the SAA)

• Reduced our holdings in emerging market 
local-currency bonds (moving to neutral 
versus the SAA)

• Reduced our holdings in global government 
bonds (remaining underweight versus the SAA)

Over the quarter, we reduced our allocation 
to defensive assets by reducing exposure to 
global government bonds. Expectations for 
above-trend global economic growth should see 
government bond yields continue to rise (prices 
to fall). Furthermore, support from the US Federal 
Reserve is set to be gradually withdrawn, with 
tapering set to begin in 2022 and interest-rate 
rises also on the table. We used the proceeds to 
move to an overweight position in global REITs, 
as in an environment where the stickiness of 
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inflation remains a concern, gaining exposure to 
a real asset makes sense. We also maintained 
our equity exposure but reduced our UK equity 
holdings to neutral and recycled the proceeds 
into US and emerging market equities. While 
UK equities remain cheap, the allocation within 
portfolios was in line with a previous preference 
for value exposure. These preferences have now 
shifted towards a more balanced allocation. 
Although UK equities witnessed strong profit 
growth in 2021, we expect this to moderate 
going into 2022. Meanwhile, we switched out 
of emerging market local-currency bonds into 
global high-yield bonds. The former may be 
adversely affected by rising US Treasury yields, 
leading to negative emerging market currency 
returns versus the US dollar. Global high-yield 
bonds currently offer stable income with policy 
support that keeps defaults contained.

Changes to underlying funds
In terms of the underlying funds, there were no 
significant trades over the last three months.

Market Outlook
Uncertainty around the new variant of Omicron 
will continue to dominate news flow in the short 
term, especially if the spread of the variant 
results in widespread mobility restrictions. 
However, many of the risk factors throughout 
2021 have moderated, with global vaccination 
rates rising, political uncertainty subsiding and 
the direction of Chinese policy becoming clearer. 
Meanwhile, the removal of central bank support 
has been priced in, to some extent. Nevertheless, 
persistently high inflation and supply-chain 
strains may lead to earnings pressure for many 
businesses. 

Within fixed income, investor attention will likely 
focus on how effective the initial central bank 
measures to control inflation will be. Meanwhile, 
the discovery of the Omicron variant has left 
investors uncertain about the timeline of rate 
hikes in the US and Europe, with sentiment 
likely to wane further if the spread of the variant 
becomes more widespread. However, these 
pressures could moderate into the second half of 
2022 if supply bottlenecks ease. 

In UK commercial real estate, the office sector is 
likely to face some major structural challenges 
ahead. Performance for the sector has held so 
far this year, but polarisation between the very 
best and the rest will become more evident in 
2022/2023. Meanwhile, investment demand will 
likely be more focused on ‘alternatives’ and the 
industrial sector moving forward. For real estate 
investment trusts, inflationary fears and the 
debate around its transitory nature have been net 
positives so far. Low borrowing costs and ample 
liquidity are providing support to real estate 
valuations. 

Environment and Activity
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Risk

MyFolio Managed Pension Funds

Fund volatility as at 31 December 2021

Source: Financial Express 
All figures shown have been annualised using monthly data from March 2012 to December 2021. 
Fund volatility figures are calculated using pension fund prices (net of charges) on a bid-bid basis, in pounds sterling (£), 
with income reinvested. 
*“FTSE®” is a trade mark jointly owned by the London Stock Exchange Plc and The Financial Times Limited and is used by FTSE International 
Limited (“FTSE”) under licence. The FTSE All Share Index is calculated solely by FTSE. FTSE does not sponsor, endorse 
or promote this product and is not in any way connected to it and does not accept any liability in relation to its issue, operation and 
trading. All copyright in the index values and constituent list vests in FTSE. FTSE All Share Index is a trade mark of FTSE.

Unlike traditional managed funds, which aim to 
outperform the peer group, the risk based funds 
do not have a specific performance comparator. 
Instead the strategic asset allocations aim to 
provide the maximum expected return for a 
given level of risk over the 10 year time horizon.

To ensure the funds continue to perform in 
line with customer expectations, we feel it is 
important to report on both the risk and return 
characteristics of the funds; not just for each 
fund in isolation, but as a range.

The chart below shows the volatility (standard 
deviation) of each of the five funds within the 
MyFolio Managed range since their launch in 
March 2012. The volatility of the FTSE* All Share 
Index has been provided for reference only, this 
is not the comparator for any of the funds.
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This section illustrates the risk and return 
characteristics of the MyFolio Managed range 
from March 2012 to the end of December 2021.

The graph below compares the difference 
between the risk and return of the MyFolio 
Managed funds to a range of simple portfolios 
constructed from four assets that would be 
traditionally used by UK investors; UK equities, 
global equities, UK government bonds and 
global government bonds. These portfolios are 
represented by the blue line on the chart below.

The blue line displays the historic risk and 
return characteristics of over 100 sample 
portfolios, ranging from a 100% allocation to 
equities (split evenly 50:50 between global  
and UK equities) at one end (purple dot) to a 

100% allocation to government bonds (teal dot; 
50:50 split between global and UK government 
bonds) at the other, and all the possible 
combinations in between. 

It is widely recognised that over the longer 
term, investment in equities should achieve 
a better return than a portfolio of bonds but 
this comes with a higher level of risk. In this 
example we can see that over the period under 
review, equities have outperformed bonds but 
with increased volatility and that the various 
combinations of the four assets delivered 
different risk/return outcomes.

MyFolio Managed Pension Funds

Risk vs Return

Source abrdn using data covering the period 1 March 2012 to 31 December 2021.  
An implied fee of 0.75% p.a. has been incorporated into the Frontier to allow for a meaningful comparison of performance.
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Risk and Return Characteristics (continued)

What does this mean?
By applying our robust investment process,  
we aim to deliver outperformance on a risk-
adjusted basis, i.e. the portfolios appearing 
to the left and above the theoretical efficient 
frontier. This frontier is constructed using 
a combination of equity/bond allocations 
ranging from 100% equities at one extreme 
to 100% bonds at the other. Within both 
the equity and bond allocations the split is 
50/50 between UK and non-UK. It is worth 
highlighting that we recently changed the 
non-UK component of government bonds from 
unhedged to hedged, so as to mitigate large 
movements in Sterling. While the change deals 
with the sterling movement the change also 
better reflects the types of bond exposures  
uses in our solutions. It is worth highlighting 
that our funds include more asset classes 
(and regional variations) than simply 
equities and bonds and therefore given the 
relevant strength of these two asset classes 
(specifically global equities) it is not surprising 
to see the range of funds sit below the Frontier 
for periods of time.

For a number of years the range of funds 
outperformed the efficient frontier, however 
due to an extreme upwards movement during 
Q2 and Q3 2016, this resulted in a number of 
funds falling below the efficient frontier. Since 
that period the funds have not been able to 
close this gap, however we remain confident in 
our ability to deliver outperformance on a risk-
adjusted basis over the longer term.
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Standard Life MyFolio Managed I Pension Fund

Performance Comparison as at 31 December 2021

Figures quoted are calculated, net of fees basis over periods to 31 December 2021, with gross income 
reinvested.

* 28/09/2010 
Source: abrdn  
Note: Past performance is not a guide to future performance and the value of units can go down as well as up.

Asset Allocation

Asset Class Underweight 
%

Strategic Asset
Allocation %

Overweight 
%

Defensive 
Assets

Money Market including Cash -1.00 3.40 -
Global Developed Government Bonds -1.00 8.00 -
Global Index Linked Bonds - 4.30 -
Short Dated Global Index Linked Bonds -0.50 7.20 -
Sterling Corporate Bonds -1.00 6.00 -
Short Dated Sterling Corporate Bonds - 7.70 -
Global Corporate Bonds - 11.50 -
Short Dated Global Corporate Bonds - 7.90 -
Diversifying Defensive Assets - 14.00 -

Growth 
Assets

UK Equities - 6.40 -
US Equities - 5.70 0.75
European Equities - 3.00 0.25
Japanese Equities - 1.70 -
Asia Pacific Equities - 1.40 -
Emerging Market Equities - 1.40 0.75
Global High Yield Bonds - 1.40 1.25
Emerging Market Local Currency Bonds - 2.90 -
Property - 4.60 0.50
Diversifying Growth Assets - 1.50 -

Due to market fluctuations the Fund Composition may vary from the asset allocation illustrated in the table above.

Q4 2021Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 1 Year 3 Years
p.a.

5 Years
p.a.

Since Launch
p.a.*

-2

0

2

4

6

-0.66

2.22

0.49 0.59

2.64

4.35

2.54

3.55

Fund

%
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Standard Life MyFolio Managed II Pension Fund

Performance Comparison as at 31 December 2021

Figures quoted are calculated, net of fees basis over periods to 31 December 2021, with gross income 
reinvested.

* 28/09/2010 
Source: abrdn  
Note: Past performance is not a guide to future performance and the value of units can go down as well as up.

Asset Allocation

Asset Class Underweight 
%

Strategic Asset
Allocation %

Overweight 
%

Defensive 
Assets

Money Market including Cash - 1.00 -
Global Developed Government Bonds -1.00 6.00 -
Short Dated Global Index Linked Bonds -0.75 3.20 -
Sterling Corporate Bonds -1.00 6.30 -
Short Dated Sterling Corporate Bonds -0.75 10.20 -
Global Corporate Bonds - 9.40 -
Short Dated Global Corporate Bonds - 3.90 -
Diversifying Defensive Assets - 10.00 -

Growth 
Assets

UK Equities - 12.40 -
US Equities - 9.20 0.75
European Equities - 6.70 0.25
Japanese Equities - 1.40 -
Asia Pacific Equities - 2.90 -
Emerging Market Equities - 2.90 0.75
Global High Yield Bonds - 2.40 1.25
Emerging Market Local Currency Bonds - 2.40 -
Property - 7.20 0.50
Diversifying Growth Assets - 2.50 -

Due to market fluctuations the Fund Composition may vary from the asset allocation illustrated in the table above.

Q4 2021Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 1 Year 3 Years
p.a.

5 Years
p.a.

Since Launch
p.a.*

0

2

4

6

8

0.14

3.10

0.79

1.41

5.52
5.81

3.59

5.07

Fund

%
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Standard Life MyFolio Managed III Pension Fund   

Performance Comparison as at 31 December 2021

Figures quoted are calculated, net of fees basis over periods to 31 December 2021, with gross income 
reinvested.

* 29/09/2010 
Source: abrdn 
Note: Past performance is not a guide to future performance and the value of units can go down as well as up.

Asset Allocation

Asset Class Underweight 
%

Strategic Asset
Allocation %

Overweight 
%

Defensive 
Assets

Money Market including Cash - 1.00 -
Global Developed Government Bonds -1.00 4.00 -
Short Dated Global Index Linked Bonds -0.75 1.00 -
Sterling Corporate Bonds -1.00 2.70 -
Short Dated Sterling Corporate Bonds -0.75 5.90 -
Global Corporate Bonds - 4.10 -
Short Dated Global Corporate Bonds - 1.30 -
Diversifying Defensive Assets - 5.00 -

Growth 
Assets

UK Equities - 18.90 -
US Equities - 14.10 0.75
European Equities - 9.90 0.25
Japanese Equities - 2.30 -
Asia Pacific Equities - 4.30 -
Emerging Market Equities - 4.30 0.75
Global High Yield Bonds - 3.60 1.25
Emerging Market Local Currency Bonds - 3.60 -
Property - 10.20 0.50
Diversifying Growth Assets - 3.80 -

Due to market fluctuations the Fund Composition may vary from the asset allocation illustrated in the table above.

Q4 2021Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 1 Year 3 Years
p.a.

5 Years
p.a.

Since Launch
p.a.*

0

3

6

9

12

1.43

4.14

1.52
2.12

9.51

7.84

4.96

6.46

Fund

%
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Standard Life MyFolio Managed IV Pension Fund   

Performance Comparison as at 31 December 2021

Figures quoted are calculated, net of fees basis over periods to 31 December 2021, with gross income 
reinvested.

* 29/09/2010 
Source: abrdn  
Note: Past performance is not a guide to future performance and the value of units can go down as well as up.

Asset Allocation

Asset Class Underweight 
%

Strategic Asset
Allocation %

Overweight 
%

Defensive 
Assets

Money Market including Cash - 1.00 -
Short Dated Sterling Corporate Bonds -1.00 3.40 -
Global Corporate Bonds -2.50 2.60 -
Short Dated Global Corporate Bonds - 1.00 -
Diversifying Defensive Assets - 2.00 -

Growth 
Assets

UK Equities - 24.00 -
US Equities - 17.40 0.75
European Equities - 12.50 0.25
Japanese Equities - 3.80 -
Asia Pacific Equities - 5.00 -
Emerging Market Equities - 4.60 0.75
Global High Yield Bonds - 4.30 1.25
Emerging Market Local Currency Bonds - 4.30 -
Property - 9.60 0.50
Diversifying Growth Assets - 4.50 -

Due to market fluctuations the Fund Composition may vary from the asset allocation illustrated in the table above.

Q4 2021Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 1 Year 3 Years
p.a.

5 Years
p.a.

Since Launch
p.a.*

0

4

8

12

16

2.48

12.27

9.35

5.94

7.34

2.41

4.83

2.05

Fund

%
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Standard Life MyFolio Managed V Pension Fund   

Performance Comparison as at 31 December 2021

Figures quoted are calculated, net of fees basis over periods to 31 December 2021, with gross income 
reinvested.

* 30/09/2010 
Source: abrdn  
Note: Past performance is not a guide to future performance and the value of units can go down as well as up.

Asset Allocation

Asset Class Underweight 
%

Strategic Asset
Allocation %

Overweight 
%

Defensive 
Assets

Money Market including Cash -0.75 1.00 -
Short Dated Sterling Corporate Bonds -1.75 2.00 -

Growth 
Assets

UK Equities - 32.40 -
US Equities - 24.40 0.50
European Equities - 15.20 0.25
Japanese Equities - 6.70 -
Asia Pacific Equities - 6.90 -
Emerging Market Equities - 6.50 0.50
Global High Yield Bonds - 0.00 0.75
Property - 0.00 0.50
Diversifying Growth Assets - 4.90 -

Due to market fluctuations the Fund Composition may vary from the asset allocation illustrated in the table above.

 

Q1 2021 Q2 2020 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 1 Year 3 Years
p.a.

5 Years
p.a.

Since Launch
p.a.*

0

4

8

12

16

20

3.25

5.29

2.81 2.39

14.44

11.60

7.07

8.40

Fund

%
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House view

Equities - Heavy
The modest overweight in the 
portfolio is expressed via Japan 
and emerging markets, with all 
other countries and regions held at 
neutral allocation. Global growth 
expectations continue to support 
corporate profits. Furthermore, 
earnings revisions are expected to 
remain positive with more analysts 
upgrading than downgrading their 
forecasts. Monetary conditions 
are no longer as supportive for 
equity markets with a withdrawal 
of central bank support. However, 
they are not restrictive either. We 
will look to add back in equity 
exposure when appropriate. Even 
if signals do not point to adding 
at this stage, one avenue we may 
explore is a relative value trade, 
specifically long US equities 
funded out of UK equities.   

Government Bonds – Light
There have been no changes to 
our overall underweight allocation 
to government bonds. The core 
underweight position is expressed 
through US Treasuries and 
German bunds. We expect above-
trend global economic growth 
to continue in 2022. We also 
expect inflation to ease as supply 
bottlenecks are resolved and as 
the commodity price rises of late 
2020/2021 roll out of the annual 
figures. Conditions are thus in 

Real estate - Neutral
In an environment where the 
stickiness of inflation remains 
a concern, having exposure to 
a real asset makes sense. We 
therefore retain an allocation to 
European real estate investment 
trusts, in line with our real estate 
team’s preferences. Furthermore, 
rent increases are index-linked. 
This means the macroeconomic 
environment is highly supportive 
for the asset class, even if inflation 
is higher than anticipated.

Cash – Light 
Our cash positions are marginally 
positive, with a preference for 
retaining underweight exposure to 
poorly valued government bonds 
and investment-grade bonds to 
fund risk allocations.

Foreign exchange – Light €, 
Neutral £, ¥ and A$, Heavy US$ 
and EM currencies 
To protect against a more 
prolonged slowdown, we hold a 
long US dollar versus short euro 
allocation. The euro is the least 
favoured major currency, given 
the expectation that the European 
Central Bank will remain one of the 
least hawkish central banks.

place for central banks to end 
quantitative easing programmes, 
and thus raise interest rates. 
Accordingly, we expect the next 
move in government bonds yields 
to be upwards, although we accept 
that there are risks to this view.   

Corporate Bonds – Heavy 
Currently, our credit positions 
are used primarily to generate 
income. We high yield (HY) bonds 
and to a lesser extent emerging 
market (EM) debt, both relative to 
government bonds and investment 
grade (IG) corporate bonds. 
Within the HY space, we have a 
slight preference for euro debt 
over its US equivalent, given a 
likely divergence in EU and US 
policy settings. Within the EM 
debt space, our switch out of 
local into hard Sovereign debt 
was timely. The risk remains of a 
more hawkish US Federal Reserve 
than is currently priced in, and 
local debt may struggle if this risk 
becomes a reality.

Equities Bond Alternatives

Very Heavy

Heavy
Japan

Global EM
Corporate bonds 

EM currencies 
US$

Neutral

US
UK

Asia Pacific
European ex-UK

 UK Sterling
 Japanese Yen 

AUD$ 
Real estate

Light Government bonds
Cash 
Euro

Very Light
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Find out more
For more information speak to your usual Standard Life contact.

www.standardlifeworkplace.co.uk


